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BACKGROUND
In many remote equipment cabinets in a wide array of industries, there is a need for multiple
power inputs, either both AC and DC, or multiple voltage levels. 48 VDC is the most common
voltage used for telecom equipment. For industrial equipment, a variety of different DC
voltages are used – from 24 VDC to 220 VDC depending on the different applications.
In addition to the DC load, there could be equipment installed that requires an AC feed,
which can be resolved in several ways. One option for providing AC power is to install a
small uninterruptible power supply (UPS) alongside the DC rectifier. However, this option
requires two independent batteries for the AC and DC loads that need to be maintained.
A second alternative is to include an inverter within the DC system to feed the AC equipment.
This option has the advantage of needing only one battery for both AC and DC equipment.
Different inverter technologies are available, with feeds from DC or from both DC and AC.
The most common solution is to use inverters that feed from the DC side, connected to a
static bypass switch that activates in the event of an inverter failure or overload on the AC
side.

THE RECTIVERTER CONCEPT
The Rectiverter is an Eltek concept that combines both DC and AC feed into one common
unit, as a three-port converter. During normal operation, the Rectiverter feeds booth AC and
DC loads at the same time (with input feed from AC).
In the case of an AC (mains) power failure, the DC port has a bi-directional function that
feeds the built-in inverter instead of the DC load, while the feed of the DC load is taken over
by the batteries.
This feed transfer to the built-in inverter from AC to DC is a seamless operation, with no
interruption on the AC load.
The Rectiverter can also be used as a pure inverter feed from DC (without any connection to
AC). To provide such support, a rectifier needs to be added in front of the Rectiverter, in
order to prevent discharge of the batteries during normal operation.
Further, the Rectiverter can be used as a pure rectifier by disabling the AC output port.
This makes the Rectiverter a very flexible module capable of feeding booth AC and DC loads
at the same time, or only the AC or DC load.
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SUITABLE INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS
Combined DC and AC Load Distribution

In many telecom and industrial applications there is equipment that can’t be supported by DC
power. Also when there is a long distance between the power source and the feed
equipment, it could be advantageous to distribute 230 VAC instead of 48 VDC, to reduce
power loss from the source to the feed equipment.
To feed the AC equipment, a small UPS or an inverter is usually installed in parallel to the
DC power source. With the Rectiverter, it is possible to feed the AC and the DC loads at the
same time. Depending on the split between AC and DC equipment, the Rectiverter can be
set up according to the required AC or DC load.
In large central offices where the DC load is generally much higher than the AC load; the
Rectiverter DC port can be paralleled with Eltek Flatpack2 rectifiers on the same DC bus and
the Rectiverter DC output will share current between the connected rectifiers.

Example of Suitable Applications


Radio base stations in combination with AC feed remote radio heads (RRH)



Central offices in combination with other AC equipment



Power utilities switch tripping in combination with AC feed SCADA systems



Rail signaling and communications



Rail control centers, with combination of DC and AC loads
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Pure AC Load (UPS) Distribution

The three general categories of modern UPS systems are on-line, line-interactive or standby.
The standby and line-interactive UPS systems usually have a very small built-in rectifier to
recharge the batteries after an AC power failure, while the on-line double-conversion UPS
systems have a larger rectifier to also feed the inverter.
Design parameters typically provide protection time of 5-30 minutes when dimensioning the
built-in rectifier for recharging the batteries after an AC power failure. This usually results in
rectifier capacity for recharging the batteries of approximately 10% of the total UPS system
output power.
With the Rectiverter used in a UPS application, customers have the flexibility to set the DC
output for battery charging from 10%-100% of the total UPS system output power. This
feature can be very useful in instances where a quick recharge time is needed, especially in
areas with unstable grid power.
In industrial UPS applications where longer protection time of up to 10 hours is needed, the
Rectiverter DC output can be set to recharge large batteries to 90% capacity within 10 hours.

Example of Suitable Applications


UPS systems where quick recharge time is needed (unstable grids)



Industrial UPS applications requiring longer protection time (up to 10 hours)
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Pure Inverter (with no AC connected)

The Rectiverter is a three-port converter that enables connection to AC input for feeding the
DC and AC output. Until now, pure inverters have generally been fed from rectifiers in the DC
system. For the retrofitting of older systems or systems where no additional AC can be
installed, the Rectiverter can be used as a pure inverter.
One other reason for not connecting to AC input may be that a customer requires total
galvanic isolation from AC input to the AC load. In a UPS system this is usually solved with
an isolation transformer, which can be used with the Rectiverter as well.

Example of Suitable Applications


Retrofit of an old system where no AC input is available



Systems where galvanic isolation between AC input and output is required
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Off Grid Applications (hybrid solutions)

In combination with Eltek solar and wind converters, the Rectiverter can be used in remote
off-grid alternative energy applications. With no AC connected to the Rectiverter it will
operate as a pure inverter, but with the possibility of connecting a generator to the AC input
port, if that is needed.
In case a generator is used for recharging batteries during the night, no additional rectifier
needs to be added, as the bi-directional DC port will work as a rectifier when AC input is
available.
The Rectiverter is also useful in “micro grid” or “hybrid house” solutions when alternative
energy provides a mini grid for remote areas without connection to the public power grid.
Renewable energy sources can be used to supply electricity through an off-grid power
system with flexible management of energy production and consumption.

Examples of Suitable Applications


Off-grid usage in combination with Eltek solar or wind converters



Micro grids AC (and DC) solar converters, batteries, etc.



Residential AC + DC distribution in a “hybrid house”
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WHY USE A RECTIVERTER?
Small and remote locations that have multiple power output needs today require two different
systems each with separate batteries that must be maintained. This is a less than ideal
situation given that many of these applications feature hundreds if not thousands of remote
locations.
Eltek’s Rectiverter is an ideal solution for these applications. It is a unique three-port
converter that can be used for many different applications, both for one-phase and threephase output. Its bi-directional functionality makes it possible to use as both rectifier and
inverter at the same time, built into one box. The modularity makes it very flexible for future
expansions and it can be paralleled up to many kW.
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